Workgroup 14: Cali Brooks
Arts, Culture & Heritage for Park Revitalization
Vision Excerpts
We strengthen our communities, centered in hamlets and villages that work collaboratively across the Park and are
more dynamic and welcoming of new comers. Part-time and full-time residents work together to enrich hamlet life. A
vibrant visual and performing arts scene further enriches the quality of life here for visitors and residents.
Our core vision is of interdependent yet self-reliant communities that:



Leverage unique historical, cultural and natural features to maintain their own unique character and appeal,
while increasing identification with broader Adirondack brands
Support a variety of visual, performance and other arts in networked collaborations across the Park that enrich
our lives and stimulate local economies

The source of our strength is a diverse economy based on these pillars:


Recreational tourism targeting a broader set of domestic and international visitors and offering greatly
expanded services and goods for visitors to spend money on

We expand activities for a broader range of visitor groups, including families with small children, the physically
challenged, senior citizens, multi-ethnic and international (non-English speaking) visitors. We target different visitor
groups with a wide range of outdoor and indoor activities that fit the character and geography of our region.
Diverse programs help us adapt to changing interests of the public and give our economy resilience in the face of no
snow winters or extended droughts.
This strategy updates our approach to tourism across the region, modernizing and supplementing visitor amenities like
places to eat, sleep, shop in order to attract more visitors and have them spend more while here. Achieving an
expansion in visitor numbers and diversity requires much better branding and marketing. We’ve been a pretty well-kept
secret. A unified brand experience makes it clear to visitors that they are in a special place.
With investment by the for-profit, non-profit and governmental sectors, we will sustainably expand and diversify the
tourism portion of our economy. At the same time, investment will be directed toward modernizing traditional sectors
such as timber and agriculture while growing new sectors in high-tech manufacturing and the online economy.
Events
#19 Adirondack Heritage Tourism Proves to be a Major Attraction
#90 Arts Centers Produce Integrated Park-Wide 12 Month Season
#89 The Arts are a Large Growing Source of Jobs in the Park
#69 ADK Pass Program Widely Marketed
#73 Broader Marketing Changes the Profile of Visitors
#120 Park Wide Tourism Portal Operational

